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Lois Lambert Gallery presents “A Moment in 

Time”, a series of miniature narrative 

sculptures, by artist Sonny Wizelman. 

Wizelman’s figures and miniature 

components come Tabula Rasa, allowing him to build and paint the narrative of his choosing. 

Sonny creates scenarios of a familiar and often romanticized time in American culture. 

 

Wizelman spends a great deal of time on research and problem solving. In his studio there are 

rolls and rolls of architectural drawings for each of his creations. Sometimes Wizelman rethinks 

the original idea to fit the resources he has available.  An example of this process is Steamers 

Carousel, which was inspired by Christmas ornaments that resembled carousel animals. “It is 

all about the creative journey.” says Wizelman, “I don’t want it to end”. 

 
The miniature sculptures present themselves as “blank canvases” with endless possibilities. 

It’s a medium that doesn’t limit Sonny to one material. Sonny focuses on how to make his 

sculptures more compelling by adding lights, sounds and sometimes he even adds 

mechanization to the pieces. Steamers Carousel, is powered by a small steam locomotive that 

“Steamers Carousel”, 42” x 24”, Resin, wood, acrylic paint with 
mixed media 
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stands adjacent to the carousel. The scenes he has created with each of his pieces are stories 

that are familiar to us all. They are a slice of Americana that projects a more innocent and 

idyllic moment in time. 

 
Wizelman started his relationship with miniature sculptures when he was 10 years old and 

started building small-scale live steam engines that were models of prototypes that operated 

up until World War II. Each of his sculptures are dear to Sonny and he is happy to finally share 

these pieces with anyone that can appreciate them.  

 


